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Summary
Background problem:
Acute ischaemic stroke is a treatable disease, even more, since we have increasing evidence for mechanical recanalisation in the case of large vessel occlusion, even beyond a strict time window. Nevertheless, the problem of only low numbers of patients achieving causal therapies remains unsolved. Still one major reason is that patients arrive too late in the correct target hospital, which is, depending on the type of stroke either a regional stroke unit or a comprehensive stroke centre for interventional treatment. In order to triage the patients correctly, a fast and complex diagnostic work-up is necessary, leading to a stroke specialist decision about the best therapy option. As treatment possibilities get more comprehensive with the need of individualized decisions, the gap between treatment options and practical implementation increases.  
Mobile Stroke Unit concept:
The Mobile Stroke Unit concept is the administration of pre-hospital acute stroke diagnostic-work-up, therapy initiation and triage to the correct hospital using a specially equipped ambulance, staffed with a team specialized in stroke.  The concept is currently spreading with more than 20 active Mobile Stroke Unit centres worldwide. The concept was conceived and first put into practice in Homburg/Saar, Germany in 2008. Use of Mobile Stroke Units can reduce the time until stroke treatment by 50% with a 10-fold increase of patients treated within the first 60 minutes after symptom onset.
Conclusion:
The Mobile stroke unit concept for acute stroke pre-hospital management is spreading worldwide. Intensive research is still needed to analyse the best setting for pre-hospital stroke management.
Current misery in acute stroke treatment
Stroke is still the 2nd leading cause of death and the 3rd leading cause of disability worldwide. The number of people affected by stroke with potential remaining disability has increased by 1.8 in the last decades [12]. However, treatment of ischaemic stroke is possible. Treatment success is not only linked to a certain time window, in which therapies can be administered, but also strongly depends on an ultra-early therapy initiation. Both, IV thrombolysis and mechanical recanalisation in the case of large vessel occlusion are much more effective, the earlier they are administered, and best in the first 60 minutes, the so-called golden hour, after symptom onset, when probability of survival without disability is the highest [15].  
This aim is currently hard to achieve.  Difficulties occur in the rapid and information-effective diagnostic work-up by stroke specialists and target-oriented transfer to the necessary treatment. Although substantial efforts have been made to optimise stroke management, IV thrombolysis rates still range between only 3,4 to 9,1% for patients with acute ischaemic stroke [1, 19, 20] and the rates for delivery of intra-arterial treatment are far lower [18]. One main reason for this underuse of causal therapies is the too late arrival of a large number of patients in the correct target hospitals. Only 15–60% of acute stroke patients arrive within 3 h after symptom onset [2, 8]. x14Evenson, KR, Foraker, RE, Morris, DL, and Rosamond, WD. A comprehensive review of prehospital and in-hospital delay times in acute stroke care. Int J Stroke. 2009; 4: 187–199

Crossref | PubMed | Scopus (127) | Google ScholarSee all References In addition, even educational programs were not able to improve profoundly [21].x15Tong, D, Reeves, MJ, Hernandez, AF et al. Times from symptom onset to hospital arrival in the Get with the Guidelines-Stroke Program 2002 to 2009: temporal trends and implications. Stroke. 2012; 43: 1912–1917
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x9Khatri, P, Yeatts, SD, Mazighi, M et al. Time to angiographic reperfusion and clinical outcome after acute ischaemic stroke: an analysis of data from the Interventional Management of Stroke (IMS III) phase 3 trial. Lancet Neurol. 2014; 13: 567–574

Summary | Full Text | Full Text PDF | PubMed | Scopus (183) | Google ScholarSee all ReferencesMobile Stroke Unit concept
In order to optimise stroke management, the concept of a Mobile Stroke Unit (MSU) for pre-hospital diagnose and treatment of acute stroke was developed already more than a decade ago [9, 11]. The first MSU worldwide started in Homburg/Saar, Germany in 2008. Its concept consists of a specially equipped ambulance (Fig. 1) with brain CT scanner for multimodal brain imaging (including native scans, CT angiography and CT perfusion), laboratory unit for blood analysis according to tPA thrombolysis approval criteria, telemedicine connection to the next comprehensive stroke centre and a stroke specialised team. The MSU is dispatched to stroke suspects for a direct treatment initiation or triage to the appropriate target hospital at the emergency site. This concept has been shown to reduce time between alarm and decision for an optimal patient adapted therapy by 50% compared to a clinical control group with improved intra-hospital pathways (stroke pre-notification plus stroke room concept) in two randomized trials [6, 23, 24]. As a consequence, the number of patients that could be treated within the desired golden hour after stroke symptom onset increased more than 10 fold [7, 24]. 
                                                 

Worldwide development of Mobile Stroke Units 
Currently, the concept of a MSU based acute stroke patient pre-hospital management is spreading worldwide. There are already more than 20 centres, mainly in the USA, using and studying the beneficial role of MSU pre-hospital stroke programs (Fig. 2). Important is the adaption of the system to the variable emergency medical services in every country, which results in different concepts of MSU implementation. In some, mostly European countries emergency physicians are involved. For example, the Norwegian Air Ambulance Foundation, which is responsible for most of the emergency service, has started the first Scandinavian MSU service in 2012 in a southwestern part of the country. The vehicle is staffed with anaesthesiologists, who performed special neurological stroke and CT evaluation training programs in advance 14. Anglo-American countries usually work with paramedics or highly educated intensive care assistants, depending on the type of emergency [10].x44Fassbender, K, Balucani, C, Walter, S, Levine, SR, Haass, A, and Grotta, J. Streamlining of prehospital stroke management: the golden hour. Lancet Neurol. 2013; 12: 585–596

Summary | Full Text | Full Text PDF | PubMed | Scopus (70) | Google ScholarSee all References In 2014 two US centres started with their MSU service, Houston, Texas was first, followed by Cleveland, Ohio. In Houston 31% of all patients could be treated within the first 60 minutes after symptom onset 17. In Cleveland, the MSU is staffed with radiographer, paramedic and stroke nurse. Neurologists and Neuroradiologists are consulted by telemedicine connection 5, 13. 
In order to gain international evidence, most centres participate in the newly formed Pre-hospital Stroke Treatment Organization (PRESTO) [3], which facilitates formation of international cooperations, data exchange and implementation of high quality operating procedures. The world-wide use in completely different settings will help to answer the question for the best setting (eg, rural vs urban, regional emergency medical services configuration). 

Why do we need Mobile Stroke Units?
Stroke treatment has gained immense new options during the last decades. Nevertheless, treatment success is still strictly dependent on the time until causal therapies are administered. There are many critical voices that argue that the most outstanding duty is to concentrate on intra-hospital management and improvement in time. This is no doubt a prerequisite for a successful stroke treatment and does need constant focus and analysis of clinical pathways and staff teaching. However, this has not led to a marked overall improvement of treatment times, being still far away from the golden hour (Fig. 3; [11]). The current fastest door-to-needle time of 20 minutes has still a symptom onset-to-needle time of 115 minutes [16], still giving still plenty of room for optimisation, which  can be reached with the Mobile Stroke Unit concept as demonstrated by several clinical trials [4, 5, 6, 15, 24]. One reason is certainly, the specialised team, focusing on only one acute stroke patient with all necessary devices available nearby for forming their therapy decision. 

Conclusion
Mobile Stroke Unit use with pre-hospital diagnosis and therapy initiation shows a marked improvement in time until start of treatment. This advantage continues an intra-hospital hastening as patients can be directly transferred to the correct target hospital in the case of large vessel occlusion or haemorrhage. The demonstrated increase in thrombolysis rates and numbers of patients treated within the first 60 minutes after symptom onset also offers advantages for other stroke patients. Technical future developments will be needed to reduce MSU costs, while keeping the current speed and quality of service.
The MSU strategy cannot replace ongoing efforts to improve intra-hospital and pre-hospital stroke management, but x44Fassbender, K, Balucani, C, Walter, S, Levine, SR, Haass, A, and Grotta, J. Streamlining of prehospital stroke management: the golden hour. Lancet Neurol. 2013; 12: 585–596
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1: Current model of the Homburg Mobile Stroke Unit, equipped with 8-slice CT-scanner Ceretom (Samsung) for multimodal imaging, laboratory unit and telemedicine connection to the comprehensive stroke centre.

Fig. 2: World map of stroke centres, equipped with MSUs. Blue circles represent centres with active service, red triangles centres with MSU in planning. 

Fig. 3: Overview of symptom onset to treatment times (OTT). Dark blue bars represent median OTT of the European and US stroke registry. Light blue bars represent median times using MSU strategy as analysed by the two randomised trials. The mid blue bar shows the OTT reached by the interventional Helsinki protocol, currently representing the fastest standard care management.


